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1965: LEAR JET begins to set records

“We clip off a hundred miles every 10 minutes”…..

By spring of 1965 the potential of the Lear Jet was obvious, early in the morning May 21, 
(CLJF Primary Acquisition Sponsor) and friend Jack 
012, N1965L, headed to New York City

Known as the boomerang flight, the business potential of the Learjet was demonstrated by holding press 
conferences on both coasts of the United States in the same day. Setting 3 world records for speed 
didn’t hurt. The first of many records in the Lear Jet Legacy. Stay tuned for more.

Lear Jet 23-012, N1965L, remained in service until 2023 when 
Museum of Flight in Seattle, Washington making it the longest active Lear Jet in history.

Magazine advertisement touting record
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1965: LEAR JET begins to set records 

“We clip off a hundred miles every 10 minutes”….. Bill Lear 

By spring of 1965 the potential of the Lear Jet was obvious, early in the morning May 21, 
) and friend Jack Conroy headed east out of California in Lear Jet 23
City. They were home for dinner that night. 

Known as the boomerang flight, the business potential of the Learjet was demonstrated by holding press 
conferences on both coasts of the United States in the same day. Setting 3 world records for speed 

many records in the Lear Jet Legacy. Stay tuned for more. 

remained in service until 2023 when its owner, Mr. Clay Lacy,
Washington making it the longest active Lear Jet in history.

Magazine advertisement touting record 
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By spring of 1965 the potential of the Lear Jet was obvious, early in the morning May 21, 1965, Clay Lacy 
headed east out of California in Lear Jet 23-

Known as the boomerang flight, the business potential of the Learjet was demonstrated by holding press 
conferences on both coasts of the United States in the same day. Setting 3 world records for speed 

, donated it to the 
Washington making it the longest active Lear Jet in history. 
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Close up of map on 23
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Close up of map on 23-012 N1965L fuselage 

Refueling stop 
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City of Wichita Resolution 

23-012 N1965L over California Coast 
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DECEMBER 1965: ANOTHER WORLD RECORD

“Nothing climbs like a Lear Jet, not 

To emphasize the Lear Jets ability to reach optimum cruising altitude for fuel economy quickly and its 
ability to get “over-the-weather” in the shortest possible time a world class time to climb record was set 
on the 14th of December 1965. 

Blasting out of Wichita Municipal Airport on a cold, rainy, snowy, and overcast morning, 23
with 7 people on board reached 10,000 ft in 1 minute 34 seconds, 20,000Ft in 2 minutes 57 seconds, 
30,000 Ft in 4 minutes 34 seconds an
record attempt was believed to be the first ever made un
landing phase the entire mission was flown on autopilot. The crew for this flight was 
Beaird, Chief pilot for Lear Jet Corporation and Ronald G. Puckett a FAA Test pilot. Also on board were 
William “Bill” A. Ong, the official timer and 4 members of the Wichita media 
newspaper. 

23-055 was delivered later that same month. It was owned b
Cal Worthington, was converted to a model 24 and on display at the Tillamook Air Museum in Tillamook, 
Oregon. 
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DECEMBER 1965: ANOTHER WORLD RECORD 

 even military planes”……Bill Lear 

To emphasize the Lear Jets ability to reach optimum cruising altitude for fuel economy quickly and its 
weather” in the shortest possible time a world class time to climb record was set 

Blasting out of Wichita Municipal Airport on a cold, rainy, snowy, and overcast morning, 23
with 7 people on board reached 10,000 ft in 1 minute 34 seconds, 20,000Ft in 2 minutes 57 seconds, 
30,000 Ft in 4 minutes 34 seconds and hit the record altitude of 40,000 in 7 minutes 21 
record attempt was believed to be the first ever made under full instrument conditions.
landing phase the entire mission was flown on autopilot. The crew for this flight was H

pilot for Lear Jet Corporation and Ronald G. Puckett a FAA Test pilot. Also on board were 
official timer and 4 members of the Wichita media - Television, Radio

055 was delivered later that same month. It was owned by legendary west coast au
, was converted to a model 24 and on display at the Tillamook Air Museum in Tillamook, 

Telegram announcing record 
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To emphasize the Lear Jets ability to reach optimum cruising altitude for fuel economy quickly and its 
weather” in the shortest possible time a world class time to climb record was set 

Blasting out of Wichita Municipal Airport on a cold, rainy, snowy, and overcast morning, 23-055 N809LJ 
with 7 people on board reached 10,000 ft in 1 minute 34 seconds, 20,000Ft in 2 minutes 57 seconds, 

d hit the record altitude of 40,000 in 7 minutes 21 seconds. This 
der full instrument conditions. Except for the 

Henry “Hank” 
pilot for Lear Jet Corporation and Ronald G. Puckett a FAA Test pilot. Also on board were 

Television, Radio, and 

y legendary west coast automobile dealer 
, was converted to a model 24 and on display at the Tillamook Air Museum in Tillamook, 
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Ron Puckett, Hank Beaird 

23-055 N809LJ 
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1966: THE FIRST ROUND THE WORLD FLIGHT

“Every company in the world would have bet 10

In 1966, the main emerging competitor for 
Aero Commander, in Oklahoma. Several months before the 
Aero Commander announced to the world that radio personality Arthur Godfrey, a pilot, would be 
sharing flying duties aboard a Jet Commander that would be circling the globe in the 
number of world speed records. Never one to miss a promotional opportunity, Bill Lear, who knew 
Godfrey, said let’s take a Lear Jet 24 around the world, without fanfare, t
his trip we'll simply say, "Congratulations and welcome back ..... we made the trip earlier and, by the 
way, we made it considerably faster” So preparations were quietly made (mostly by Hank Beaird and the 
assigned crew) for all operational aspects of the trip, including some 20
Details of making the flight official with the National Aeronautical Association were left to Jim 
Greenwood and Al Higdon. 

In the afternoon of May 23, 1966, Lear Jet 24
with Hank Beaird, Rick King and John Lear as crew, and John Zimmerman, Wichita Eagle aviation 
reporter, as official NAA onboard observer and timekeeper. The mark to beat was 69 hours elapsed 
time. For every minute under that time a bonus was to be paid to the flight crew. On board the aircraft 
was a 50ft. clothesline, explained jokingly by a company spokesman “if the trip takes more than 69 
hours, they’ll use the rope to hang themselves”. All
could have been better publicity-wise, mostly due to a last
this trip public, really working the me
heart-stopping drama when a Russian Mig curiously flew alongside them for a considerable time on the 
other side of the world. The aircraft arrived back in Wichita on May 26, 1966, the day after the Jet 
Commander was scheduled to depart to a crowd of over 2
state of Kansas and the Mayor of the City of Wichita. Twenty
promise giving each crew member $600
the airplane and within hours of its return, Lear Jet N427LJ was dispatched on a routine business trip to 
Detroit. 

Godfrey and the Jet Commander made t
and all-in-all, was quite anti-climactic.

24-100 N427LJ was the first example of the Lear Jet 24, first aircraft
25 for Transport Category Aircraft. 
flight hours.  
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1966: THE FIRST ROUND THE WORLD FLIGHT 

“Every company in the world would have bet 10-1 against this plane”…..Bill Lear 

In 1966, the main emerging competitor for the Lear Jet appeared to be the Jet Commander, produced 
Several months before the Lear Jet around-the-world trip was made, 

Aero Commander announced to the world that radio personality Arthur Godfrey, a pilot, would be 
ies aboard a Jet Commander that would be circling the globe in the summer

number of world speed records. Never one to miss a promotional opportunity, Bill Lear, who knew 
24 around the world, without fanfare, then when Arthur returns from 

his trip we'll simply say, "Congratulations and welcome back ..... we made the trip earlier and, by the 
way, we made it considerably faster” So preparations were quietly made (mostly by Hank Beaird and the 

l operational aspects of the trip, including some 20 refueling stops along the way.
Details of making the flight official with the National Aeronautical Association were left to Jim 

In the afternoon of May 23, 1966, Lear Jet 24-100 N427LJ departed the factory in Wichita as planned 
, Rick King and John Lear as crew, and John Zimmerman, Wichita Eagle aviation 

reporter, as official NAA onboard observer and timekeeper. The mark to beat was 69 hours elapsed 
ry minute under that time a bonus was to be paid to the flight crew. On board the aircraft 

was a 50ft. clothesline, explained jokingly by a company spokesman “if the trip takes more than 69 
hours, they’ll use the rope to hang themselves”. All-in-all, the trip was a great success, albeit one that 

wise, mostly due to a last-minute decision from Bill Lear: “ Let's take 
this trip public, really working the media to get the most out of it”. The guys on board related a bit of 

stopping drama when a Russian Mig curiously flew alongside them for a considerable time on the 
other side of the world. The aircraft arrived back in Wichita on May 26, 1966, the day after the Jet 
Commander was scheduled to depart to a crowd of over 2,000 people including the Governor of the 
state of Kansas and the Mayor of the City of Wichita. Twenty-two records were broken. Bill Lear kept his 

$600cash bonus money. There were zero mechanical incidents with 
thin hours of its return, Lear Jet N427LJ was dispatched on a routine business trip to 

Godfrey and the Jet Commander made their announced trip as planned. It took longer, set no records, 
climactic. 

the first example of the Lear Jet 24, first aircraft certified to the then new FAR P
 It remained in service until 1999 having accumulated almost 13,000 
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appeared to be the Jet Commander, produced by 
world trip was made, 

Aero Commander announced to the world that radio personality Arthur Godfrey, a pilot, would be 
summer, setting a 

number of world speed records. Never one to miss a promotional opportunity, Bill Lear, who knew 
hen when Arthur returns from 

his trip we'll simply say, "Congratulations and welcome back ..... we made the trip earlier and, by the 
way, we made it considerably faster” So preparations were quietly made (mostly by Hank Beaird and the 

refueling stops along the way. 
Details of making the flight official with the National Aeronautical Association were left to Jim 

0 N427LJ departed the factory in Wichita as planned 
, Rick King and John Lear as crew, and John Zimmerman, Wichita Eagle aviation 

reporter, as official NAA onboard observer and timekeeper. The mark to beat was 69 hours elapsed 
ry minute under that time a bonus was to be paid to the flight crew. On board the aircraft 

was a 50ft. clothesline, explained jokingly by a company spokesman “if the trip takes more than 69 
rip was a great success, albeit one that 

minute decision from Bill Lear: “ Let's take 
The guys on board related a bit of 

stopping drama when a Russian Mig curiously flew alongside them for a considerable time on the 
other side of the world. The aircraft arrived back in Wichita on May 26, 1966, the day after the Jet 

people including the Governor of the 
two records were broken. Bill Lear kept his 

There were zero mechanical incidents with 
thin hours of its return, Lear Jet N427LJ was dispatched on a routine business trip to 

It took longer, set no records, 

certified to the then new FAR Part 
It remained in service until 1999 having accumulated almost 13,000 
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Bill Lear lifting 24

Close up of map on 24
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Bill Lear lifting 24-100 N427LJ off the nose jack 

Close up of map on 24-100 N427LJ fuselage 
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Magazine advertisement touting record
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Letters sent home from various fueling stops around the world

Rick King, Hank Beaird, 
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Letters sent home from various fueling stops around the world 

Rick King, Hank Beaird, John Stevens (Wichita Mayor), John Lear, John Zimmerman
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1968: Time to Climb bested. 

“Don’t you know that I would sell my grandmother to save a pound of weight?”….

On February 20, 1968, the time to climb record set by Lear Jet 23
a standard production Lear Jet 25. With 200 pounds more thru
than the prior record aircraft, Lear Jet 25
seconds, 1 minute and 2 seconds faster than the previous record. The aircraft continued to climb to 
45,000 ft and returned to the Wichita airport after a total elapse time of 17 minutes. The crew for this 
mission was pilot Henry “Hank” Beaird
Wichita Eagle newspaper. A very special spectator
and Medal of Honor winner Lt. Gen. James H. Doolittle (retired) congratulated the crew after the flight.

Lear Jet 25-004 had a long service history including time as a freighter. It accumulated some 19,000 
hours of flight time before being de
originally equipped with single point refueling.

Telegram to Bill Lear announcing record
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“Don’t you know that I would sell my grandmother to save a pound of weight?”….Bill Lear

1968, the time to climb record set by Lear Jet 23-055 in December 1965 was broken by 
a standard production Lear Jet 25. With 200 pounds more thrust and weighing some 1200 pounds less 
than the prior record aircraft, Lear Jet 25-004 N641GA climbed thru the 40,000 ft. mark in 6 minutes 19 
seconds, 1 minute and 2 seconds faster than the previous record. The aircraft continued to climb to 

returned to the Wichita airport after a total elapse time of 17 minutes. The crew for this 
Beaird, copilot Jack Graham and official observer Arnold Lewis of the 

Wichita Eagle newspaper. A very special spectator was on hand to witness this event. Legendary aviator 
and Medal of Honor winner Lt. Gen. James H. Doolittle (retired) congratulated the crew after the flight.

004 had a long service history including time as a freighter. It accumulated some 19,000 
me before being de-registered in 2019. It was also one of the few 20 series aircraft 

originally equipped with single point refueling. 
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Bill Lear 

055 in December 1965 was broken by 
st and weighing some 1200 pounds less 

004 N641GA climbed thru the 40,000 ft. mark in 6 minutes 19 
seconds, 1 minute and 2 seconds faster than the previous record. The aircraft continued to climb to 

returned to the Wichita airport after a total elapse time of 17 minutes. The crew for this 
Jack Graham and official observer Arnold Lewis of the 

s this event. Legendary aviator 
and Medal of Honor winner Lt. Gen. James H. Doolittle (retired) congratulated the crew after the flight. 

004 had a long service history including time as a freighter. It accumulated some 19,000 
registered in 2019. It was also one of the few 20 series aircraft 
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Lt. Gen. James H. Doolittle, Hank Beaird
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Lt. Gen. James H. Doolittle, Hank Beaird 

25-004 N461GA 
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August 1970, Speed over a recognized course

“Go ahead – full speed!”….Bill Lear 

By mid-1970 Lear Jet was finally able to produce a long
additional 190 gallon fuselage tank the Model 25C began deliveries in mid 1970. Sever
strategies were considered to publicize this improvement, including long distance 
and potentially Hawaii to Los Angeles. On August 30, 1970, Lear Jet 25C
for speed over a recognized course: 
– New York – Los Angeles. The actual speeds were 486.28 MPH, 448.69 MPH and 433.76 MPH 
respectively. The flight crew was Robert

Lear Jet 25C-061 N251GL was the first Model 25C manufactured and one of the few completely polished 
aircraft. It had a long service life and was last registered in Venezuela as YV203CP.
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Speed over a recognized course 

 

1970 Lear Jet was finally able to produce a long-range version of the Lear Jet. Equipped with an 
additional 190 gallon fuselage tank the Model 25C began deliveries in mid 1970. Several marketing 
strategies were considered to publicize this improvement, including long distance trips
and potentially Hawaii to Los Angeles. On August 30, 1970, Lear Jet 25C-061 N251GL set 3 world records 
for speed over a recognized course: Los Angeles to New York, New York to Los Angeles and Los Angeles 

Los Angeles. The actual speeds were 486.28 MPH, 448.69 MPH and 433.76 MPH 
respectively. The flight crew was Robert “Bob” Berry – pilot & William “Bill” W. Littlefield

061 N251GL was the first Model 25C manufactured and one of the few completely polished 
aircraft. It had a long service life and was last registered in Venezuela as YV203CP. 

Bob Berry, Bill Littlefield 
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range version of the Lear Jet. Equipped with an 
al marketing 

trips in Europe, Asia 
061 N251GL set 3 world records 

Los Angeles to New York, New York to Los Angeles and Los Angeles 
Los Angeles. The actual speeds were 486.28 MPH, 448.69 MPH and 433.76 MPH 

W. Littlefield- Copilot.  

061 N251GL was the first Model 25C manufactured and one of the few completely polished 
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1976: The second round the world 

 

“This plane is going to be just like the Volkswagen. Ten years from now it will look the same. But it will fly 
faster, land slower, use less fuel and be more reliable”….

 

By the mid 70’s record flights had become almost commonplace, 
Gates Learjet, had paired the Garrett TFE731 turbofan engine with a stretched model 25 creating the 30 
series of aircraft with the long-range Model 36A being capable of 3
second world flight was sparked by Learjet promoter and legendary golfer Arnold Palmer and then 
refined by Learjet vice president for corporate affairs Jim Greenwood: Fly a Learjet around the world on 
a goodwill mission to promote the U.S. Bicentennial and do i
Aviation/Space Writers convention. Palmer would pilot the aircraft.

Leaving from Denver Colorado on May 17, 1976, Learjet 36
hours, 25 minutes, and 42 seconds, cutting 28 hours
set by a Jet Commander and establishing an additional 9 records for speed over a recognized course. 
Live in-flight interviews were carried by the major media networks. The crew for this trip was Arnold 
Palmer, James “Jim” E Bir - manager of special projects in Gates Learjets international marketing group 
and L.L. ‘Bill’ Purkey a member of Gates Learjets flight operations group. The official observer was noted 
author and former aviation editor for United Press In
refueling stops bronze replicas of the Declaration of independence and Bicentennial flags were 
presented by Palmer to various heads of state and other dignitaries as part of the good will mission. At 
the conclusion of the flight a welcome home ceremony was held in Denver. Many people congratulated 
the crew including retired General Leigh Wade. Wade who in 1924 participated in and completed the 
first areal circumnavigation of the world, congratulated the crew on be
173 days. 

 

Learjet 36-014 is still in service today in Australia. If the tail number N200Y seems familiar is should. That 
number was the original number for the Classic Lear Jet 
delivered. That’s no coincidence. Mr. Herb Hamilton of Cincinnati, Ohio purchased
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1976: The second round the world flight 

“This plane is going to be just like the Volkswagen. Ten years from now it will look the same. But it will fly 
faster, land slower, use less fuel and be more reliable”….Bill Lear 

By the mid 70’s record flights had become almost commonplace, gathering little attention. Lear Jet, now 
Gates Learjet, had paired the Garrett TFE731 turbofan engine with a stretched model 25 creating the 30 

range Model 36A being capable of 3,500 Mile flight legs. The idea for the 
d world flight was sparked by Learjet promoter and legendary golfer Arnold Palmer and then 

refined by Learjet vice president for corporate affairs Jim Greenwood: Fly a Learjet around the world on 
a goodwill mission to promote the U.S. Bicentennial and do it in conjunction with the 1976 annual 
Aviation/Space Writers convention. Palmer would pilot the aircraft. 

Leaving from Denver Colorado on May 17, 1976, Learjet 36-014, N200Y circled the globe in 2 days, 9 
hours, 25 minutes, and 42 seconds, cutting 28 hours and 43 minutes hours off the previous speed record 
set by a Jet Commander and establishing an additional 9 records for speed over a recognized course. 

flight interviews were carried by the major media networks. The crew for this trip was Arnold 
manager of special projects in Gates Learjets international marketing group 

Purkey a member of Gates Learjets flight operations group. The official observer was noted 
author and former aviation editor for United Press International Bob Serling. During the various 
refueling stops bronze replicas of the Declaration of independence and Bicentennial flags were 
presented by Palmer to various heads of state and other dignitaries as part of the good will mission. At 

on of the flight a welcome home ceremony was held in Denver. Many people congratulated 
the crew including retired General Leigh Wade. Wade who in 1924 participated in and completed the 
first areal circumnavigation of the world, congratulated the crew on beating their previous record 

014 is still in service today in Australia. If the tail number N200Y seems familiar is should. That 
number was the original number for the Classic Lear Jet Foundation’s aircraft 23-003 when it was 

vered. That’s no coincidence. Mr. Herb Hamilton of Cincinnati, Ohio purchased both aircraft new.
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“This plane is going to be just like the Volkswagen. Ten years from now it will look the same. But it will fly 

gathering little attention. Lear Jet, now 
Gates Learjet, had paired the Garrett TFE731 turbofan engine with a stretched model 25 creating the 30 

500 Mile flight legs. The idea for the 
d world flight was sparked by Learjet promoter and legendary golfer Arnold Palmer and then 

refined by Learjet vice president for corporate affairs Jim Greenwood: Fly a Learjet around the world on 
t in conjunction with the 1976 annual 

014, N200Y circled the globe in 2 days, 9 
and 43 minutes hours off the previous speed record 

set by a Jet Commander and establishing an additional 9 records for speed over a recognized course. 
flight interviews were carried by the major media networks. The crew for this trip was Arnold 

manager of special projects in Gates Learjets international marketing group 
Purkey a member of Gates Learjets flight operations group. The official observer was noted 

ternational Bob Serling. During the various 
refueling stops bronze replicas of the Declaration of independence and Bicentennial flags were 
presented by Palmer to various heads of state and other dignitaries as part of the good will mission. At 

on of the flight a welcome home ceremony was held in Denver. Many people congratulated 
the crew including retired General Leigh Wade. Wade who in 1924 participated in and completed the 

ating their previous record – by 

014 is still in service today in Australia. If the tail number N200Y seems familiar is should. That 
003 when it was 

both aircraft new. 
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Arnold Palmer, Jim Bir, Bill Purkey, Robert Serling
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36-014 N200Y 

Arnold Palmer, Jim Bir, Bill Purkey, Robert Serling 
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Map of route 

NAA Record Certificate 
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1979: Time to Climb and sustained altitude.

“Don’t take my word for it, fly it yourself”

After receiving 51,000 Ft. certification Gates Learjet considered setting a time to climb
1977 NBAA show. It was decided to wait and let the Model 28, which was introduced at that s
perform that flight. Shortly after the 75
N9RS set records for time to climb to while operating from the remote 3
Kitty Hawk, North Carolina. On February
26 seconds. Piloting this aircraft was Gates Learjet board of directors’ member 
moon - Neil Armstrong. His copilot was Learjet 28 project test pilot Pete Reynolds with 
Don Berliner of the National Aeronautic Association. Also present was Neil
President Harry B. Combs. Combs would publish his definitive Wright Brothers book Kill Devil Hill that 
year. 

Learjet, in doing its research for this fight discovered they could easily set 2 additional world records in 
two different classes: 

On February 19th, 1979, records for Altitude and Altitude in Sustained flight were set at 15, 584.6 meters 
(51, 130 Ft) were set on a flight from Wichi
Lbs.)On February 20th, 1979, records for Altitude and Altitude in Sustained flight were set at 15, 585 
meters (51, 130.89 Ft) were set on a flight from Elizabeth City, NC to Florence, KY in Class C
13227 Lbs.) 

In the 1970’s Gates Learjet was the leading innovator in Business jet Aviation. It was the only aircraft 
manufacturer to offer models capable of 51,000 Ft operation and the first certified application of the 
then new winglet technology. The new Learjet 28 “Longhorn” had both of those features.
Concorde flew higher. It is still today one of the highest performing general aviation aircraft ever built 
and is also amongst the rarest. Only 5 model 28’s were built along with 4 m
model. In August 2020 Learjet 28-001 was do
on permanent display 
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1979: Time to Climb and sustained altitude. 

“Don’t take my word for it, fly it yourself” ……..Bill Lear 

After receiving 51,000 Ft. certification Gates Learjet considered setting a time to climb 
It was decided to wait and let the Model 28, which was introduced at that s

perform that flight. Shortly after the 75th anniversary of the Wright brothers’ first flight, Learjet 28
RS set records for time to climb to while operating from the remote 3,000 ft., First Flight airfield at 

North Carolina. On February 19th, 1979, the aircraft climbed to 15,000 meters in 12 minutes 
26 seconds. Piloting this aircraft was Gates Learjet board of directors’ member – and first man on the 

Neil Armstrong. His copilot was Learjet 28 project test pilot Pete Reynolds with 
Don Berliner of the National Aeronautic Association. Also present was Neil’s friend and Gates Learjet 
President Harry B. Combs. Combs would publish his definitive Wright Brothers book Kill Devil Hill that 

rch for this fight discovered they could easily set 2 additional world records in 

, 1979, records for Altitude and Altitude in Sustained flight were set at 15, 584.6 meters 
(51, 130 Ft) were set on a flight from Wichita, KS to Elizabeth City, NC in Class C-1f (13227 to 17636 

, 1979, records for Altitude and Altitude in Sustained flight were set at 15, 585 
meters (51, 130.89 Ft) were set on a flight from Elizabeth City, NC to Florence, KY in Class C

In the 1970’s Gates Learjet was the leading innovator in Business jet Aviation. It was the only aircraft 
manufacturer to offer models capable of 51,000 Ft operation and the first certified application of the 

logy. The new Learjet 28 “Longhorn” had both of those features.
It is still today one of the highest performing general aviation aircraft ever built 

and is also amongst the rarest. Only 5 model 28’s were built along with 4 model 29’s, a longer range 
001 was donated to the Armstrong Air and Space Museum where it is 

28-001 N9RS 
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 record for the 
It was decided to wait and let the Model 28, which was introduced at that show, 

brothers’ first flight, Learjet 28-001 
First Flight airfield at 

, 1979, the aircraft climbed to 15,000 meters in 12 minutes 
and first man on the 

Neil Armstrong. His copilot was Learjet 28 project test pilot Pete Reynolds with official observer 
s friend and Gates Learjet 

President Harry B. Combs. Combs would publish his definitive Wright Brothers book Kill Devil Hill that 

rch for this fight discovered they could easily set 2 additional world records in 

, 1979, records for Altitude and Altitude in Sustained flight were set at 15, 584.6 meters 
1f (13227 to 17636 

, 1979, records for Altitude and Altitude in Sustained flight were set at 15, 585 
meters (51, 130.89 Ft) were set on a flight from Elizabeth City, NC to Florence, KY in Class C-1e (6614 to 

In the 1970’s Gates Learjet was the leading innovator in Business jet Aviation. It was the only aircraft 
manufacturer to offer models capable of 51,000 Ft operation and the first certified application of the 

logy. The new Learjet 28 “Longhorn” had both of those features. Only the 
It is still today one of the highest performing general aviation aircraft ever built 

odel 29’s, a longer range 
useum where it is 
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Don Berliner, Neil Armstrong, Pete Reynolds
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Takeoff of the record flight 

Don Berliner, Neil Armstrong, Pete Reynolds 
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Harry Combs (with hat) and 
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Record Certificate 

Harry Combs (with hat) and Neil Armstrong inspecting Wright brother’s memorial
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In the years since 1979 many additional 
Gates Learjet and Bombardier Learjet. Many 
 
This week Global Jet Care and Classic Lear Foundation 
The Century Mission celebrates the 
by air. 
 

 
 
For more information and to follow this mission: 
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additional Learjet world records have been set by Learjet

Gates Learjet and Bombardier Learjet. Many more were set by private operators. 

This week Global Jet Care and Classic Lear Foundation add another chapter to the Learjet legacy. 
s the 100-year anniversary of the first round the world circumnavigation

and to follow this mission: centurymission.org: 
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world records have been set by Learjet. Many were by 

the Learjet legacy.  
circumnavigation 

 


